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So, I wonder where all this other money got to? It seems these scum got
$3208,100 over ten years. They paid out $2,516,640.96 for grants to tenant
groups to fight guideline increases, and for their outreach budget. Where did
the other $691,035.04 get to?
$487.29 of the outreach budget was not spent and not explained. What are
these two different figures for “total uncommitted” as of May 2009?
People have been demanding a forensic audit of FMTA for over fifteen years.
I ended up in jail for a month for nothing whatsoever when I started
demanding proper accounting. I was on the board of FMTA and they
claimed they had thrown me off the board without following the FMTA bylaws at that time. Then they paid a crooked cop to arrest me on false
charges.
Then it was almost impossible to find a lawyer to defend me. As soon as they
got word from the legal aid society, they decided they could not take the
case. I am still attempting to get justice. For what is basically a gang of stupid
thugs, there is an amazing effort being made at a very high level to protect
them.
What they are kept for is to thug out any group of people trying to form a
real tenant association. They survive because they are protected by a totally
corrupt city government. It will be very difficult to do anything about them
until there is a general cleanup of local government. But such a clean up
could start with FMTA. Where are the outraged taxpayers who want to know
where all this money went?
Tim Rourke

